Lorraine Crookes – The Sexual Empowerment Liberator
CEO of Orgasmic Life - Empower Your Sexual Sizzle

SHORT BIO (100 words)

Lorraine Crookes is an international speaker, best-selling author, CEO of Orgasmic
Life, and the creator of ‘Soul of Sexual Sizzle’ - the world’s most playfully orgasmic
and energetic platform for sexual empowerment
As a qualified practitioner in multiple holistic and healing practices, Lorraine is best
known as The Sexual Empowerment Liberator. As an expert in her field Lorraine has
an exceptional gift that empowers, grants permission, celebrates and heals sexual
energy. She openly, and unapologetically shares her extraordinarily journey with
humour and insight. Lorraine has transformed the lives of thousands of people that
have felt disconnected from their sexual energy.
MEDIUM BIO (150 words )

Lorraine Crookes is an international speaker, best-selling author, CEO of Orgasmic
Life, and the creator of 'Soul of Sexual Sizzle' - The world’s most playfully orgasmic
and energetic platform for sexual empowerment.
As a qualified practitioner in multiple holistic and healing practices, Lorraine is best
known as 'The Sexual Empowerment Liberator'. She is a much sought-after expert in
her field and has won numerous accolades for her contribution to society and service
to others.

Lorraine has an exceptional gift that empowers, grants permission, celebrates and
heals sexual energy. She openly, and unapologetically shares her extraordinary
journey with humour and insight. Her heartfelt passion for sexual empowerment has
profoundly transformed the lives of thousands that have felt disconnected from
their sexual energy.
She is now leading a global platform to support millions of people worldwide to be
empowered in their 'sexual energy' and those struggling with poor mental health,
challenging relationships, body trauma, abuse, medical conditions, and sexuality.
LONG BIO (300 words)

Lorraine Crookes is an international speaker, best-selling author, CEO of Orgasmic
Life and the creator of 'Soul of Sexual Sizzle - the world’s most playfully orgasmic and
energetic platform for sexual empowerment.
For over two decades, Lorraine lived an alternative, secret, double life. The dread of
how others would receive her alternative lifestyle lead to years of depression and
anxiety, and at times made her very ill. Balancing her career as a secondary school
teacher and alternative secret ‘sex’ life, created a deep sense of fear and shame. In
2016, it all became too much...
After a long journey of self-discovery, and many revelations, Lorraine now lives her
passion and purpose having realised her 'secret life' and inner turmoil was indeed,
her greatest gift to the world. Now known as ‘The Sexual Empowerment Liberator'
Lorraine is a much sought-after expert in her field.
Lorraine has won numerous accolades for her contribution to society and service to
others. She has a B.A. (Honours) degree in 'Lifelong Learning', multiple qualifications
in education and training, and a qualified practitioner in multiple holistic and healing
practices.
Lorraine is a dynamic, thoroughly entertaining, international speaker who has
appeared on stage, radio, and podcasts. She has an exceptional gift that empowers,
grants permission, celebrates and heals sexual energy. She openly, and
unapologetically shares her extraordinary journey with humour and insight.
Her heartfelt passion for sexual empowerment has profoundly transformed the lives
of thousands of individuals who have felt disconnected from their sexual energy or
challenged by relationships, body trauma, abuse, medical conditions, and sexuality.
As a believer that our ability to connect to sexual energy reflects in every area of our
life, Lorraine is a revolutionary who is now leading a global platform to support
millions of people worldwide to be empowered in their sexual energy.

